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climax use of the term plant association, then disturbed 
areas could be related to an association only by gradients in 
climatic and edaphic factors as related to observed grada- 
tion in climax vegetation as interpolated or extrapolated 
from relicts. 

"Climax vegetation" in the preceding sentence is used in 
the commonly accepted sense, but not in the sense of the 
1968 textbook under consideration. There, climax terminol- 
ogy is in conflict with well-established tenets and common 
usage. There, three "Primary" climaxes are proposed, including 
"Topographic Climaxes" as well as Climatic and Edaphic. 
Also advocated is the term "Zootic Climax" to describe rela- 
tively stable vegetation deteriorated due to animal distur- 
bance. A series of "zootic" climaxes could then, I presume, 
be proposed as a kind of range condition classification. 
Moreover, "plant sucession" which, since Clements' 1916 
monumental Cam. Inst. Pub., has referred to changes in 
plant communities toward a climax, is here also used to refer 
to changes during degeneration and termed "Retrogressive 
Succession." Returning to "topographic climax" the clas- 
sification of variable physical habitat factors by Weaver & 
Clements has much merit and seems worthy of mention in 
this connection. In their table below, note that influences of 
topographic factors are remote, operating indirectly to influ- 
ence factors that affect plants directly. 
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In rangeland inventories we cannot map Direct factors but 
we can map precipitation zones (from isohyets) and relevant 
soil (edaphic) factors as well a telling much about humidity, 
light, and temperature by specifying a limited geographic 
area; e.g., Saline Upland 1O-14 P.Z., E. Wyo. Thus, a type of 
community habitat is simply and briefly designated using 

only the most stable and relevant abiotic features. This is 

quite unlike the habitat-type approach reviewed here. 
Odum (1971 above) has stated quite logically I believe, 

"The habitat of an organism includes other organisms as well 
as the physical environment. A description of the habitat of a 
community would include only the latter." And, as Whittaker 
(1975) points out, "A species may occupy a range of different 
habitats This is readily verified by brief review of the 
natural distribution of major range plants, occurring as they 
do across many states with great differences in latitude and 
corresponding differences in annual temperature regimes. 
They may carry the same botanical name, but we know they 
differ greatly genetically. Blue grama and little bluestem 
from near the Canadian border have little in common physio- 
logically with their taxonomic counterparts from near the 
Mexican border. 

It appears that at best the habitat-type approach, with its 
list of species, is a cumbersome method of designating habi- 
tats. Along with this, it can be untrustworthy because of 
genetic variation in widespread species of climax vegetation, 
or inapplicable in extensive disturbed areas except by 
reliance on gradients in abiotic factors as related to known 
gradation in natural vegetation. Such continua of gradients 
and gradation are now accepted as the rule, while the "dis- 
crete units" of the habitat-type definition in the 1968 text are 
the exceptions. The Soil Survey Manual of the USDA had by 
1951 described normal soils as a continuum, and we know 
arid, semiarid, and subhumid climates do not abruptly 
change at lines as shown on maps. Hence, most map delinea- 
tions of rangeland habitats will ordinarily reflect a modal set 
of characteristics with degree of subdivision determined by 
range management needs. Sharp, easily mapped, boundar- 
ies (discrete units) do indeed occur at abrupt changes in 
relief, soil material, or land treatment and are most common 
in mountainous areas; but they are not the rule for range- 
lands with their vast plains of tundra, desert, steppe, prairie, 
savannah, and coastal marsh. * 

Viewpoint: Building a Stewardship Ethic 
E. William Anderson 

Coordinate resource management and planning (CRMP) 
is now widely accepted in principle. It has been nationally 
institutionalized in the U.S. by an interagency memorandum 
of understanding (1975 Rev. 1980). Several Congressional 
Acts governing the management of federal renewable resources 
more-or-less mandate that federal agencies coordinate and 
consult with owners of dependent private lands and resource-user 
groups. At least 10 states now have memos of under- 
standing committing their federal and state renewable re- 
source agencies to some type of CRMP activity. Steward- 
ship, which essentially is a synonym for conservation', has 

The author is Certified Range Management Consultant, 1509 Hemlock 
Street, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97034. More information about the author may 
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'Conservation: the use and management of natural resources according to 
principles that assure their sustained, highest economic and/or social benefits 
without impairment of environmental quality (Society for Range Management 
1974). 

become the current key word expressing the preferred work- 
ing relationship between users and managers of public 
lands. 

One outcome of this progressive and desirable situation is 
that public land-management field personnel will be working 
more closely and more frequently with owners of dependent 
private lands than ever before. It is imperative, therefore, that 
these agency employees realize that they also will be essen- 

tially assisting, or at least influencing, the private landowner 
in the development of his/her stewardship ethic and per- 
sonal conservation plan. This activity will augment the pro- 
gram of the Soil Conservation Service, working through 
organized conservation districts which are legal subdivi- 
sions of State governments, that historically and still is the 
primary source of federal technical assistance to private 
agricultural landowners. It will also augment the activities of 
extension agents and consultants who represent the primary 
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State and nongovernmental sources of technical assistance. 
There is avalid question involvedthatall resourceworkers—SCS, 

FS, BLM, state, consultant—should contemplate carefully: 
What is your personal philosophy toward working with pri- 
vate landowners and how proficient are you in helping them 
develop a stewardship ethic? 

The significance of this question is readily seen when one 
considers that private landowners control most of our critical 
wildlife habitat, including riparian sites, and a large propor- 
tion of our watersheds. Furthermore, where they are person- 
ally involved in the application of resource management 
plans on public lands, the degree to which they understand 
the goals, objectives, problems, and the plan itelf, their 
knowledge of the area in which they operate, and their 
genuine desire to produce successful results, e.g., their stew- 
ardship ethic, are fundamental ingredients to attaining con- 
servation management of both public and private lands. 
Never will there be, nor should there be, enough government 
employees to oversee all facets of each resource manage- 
ment plan on public lands in sufficient detail to produce 
successful results. The outcome of the over-all renewable 
resource program, by-and-large, depends upon the resour- 
ce worker's proficiency in working with and motivating pri- 
vate landowners who are the key ingredient for success. 

It has been my observation that resource workers, as a 
group, have demonstrated a wide range of proficiency in 
working with landowners—some are excellent, some abhor- 
rent. It is appropriate and timely for each worker to analyze 
his own situation in this matter. My desire is to help by 
offering my philosophy based on over 40 years experience in 
conservation activities. 

The Plan 

The conservation plan is the product of the knowledge, 
experience, and desires of the landowner, and the knowl- 
edge and skill of the resource worker (hereinafter called a 
technician). If the combination of these factors results in a 
conservation plan, then it follows that the quality of the plan 
depends upon the quality of these factors. Consequently, if 
the quality of the conservation plan is low, one or more of the 
input factors must be of low quality. 

ResponsibIlities 
Technicians have responsibilities in both sets of factors. 

There is the responsibility to help landowners develop their 
knowledge, experience, and desires in respect to resource 
conservation. There is also the responsibility to improve 
their own knowledge and skill as resource workers. 
Factors concerning the landowner: The landowner's knowl- 
edge of conservation is definitely influenced by his contacts 
with other landowners and the technicians with whom 
he/she associates. The landowner's experience is influenced 
by the things he/she does as a result of being motivated by 
convincing discussions or demonstrations. His/her desires 
about conservation are influenced by convincing demon- 
strations, by community (neighbors') accomplishments and 
attitudes toward conservation, and by convincing discus- 
sions particularly those having economic aspects. 

The responsibilities that technicians have in contributing 
to these landowner factors are obvious. Whether we are a 
range conservationist, agronomist, engineer, soil scientist, 

technician has an opportunity to contribute towards a land- 

owner's knowledge, experience, and desires in conservation 
every time a contact is made with him/her or those with 
whom he/she associates. The conduct of our daily conserva- 
tion activities, irrespective of what we do, who we work with, 
or where, can eventually contribute significantly to the qual- 
ity of conservation plans applied on the land. 

Technicans too frequently under-estimate the landown- 
er's capabilities to understand the scientific "whys" of con- 
servation. Most landowners are men or women of sufficient 
business capability to successfully operate highly complex 
enterprises. Some are trained academically in resource- 
oriented subjects equal to, or surpassing, that of the techni- 
cian. Their knowledge acquired through years, sometimes a 
lifetime, of practical experience often is unsurpassed, espe- 
cially on local situations. Unless the landowners are offered 
more than they already know about the land, resources, and 
conservation management, how can they learn and acquire 
additional knowledge? Therefore, as landowners progress in 
their knowledge of conservation, we technicians must be 
prepared to help them into new realms of conservation learn- 
ing. If a stalemate short of a complete conservation plan 
applied to the land is to be avoided, the technician must be 
qualified to go the whole way toward a complete program, or 
obtain assistance from other technicians who are qualified. 

Incomplete or poor quality conservation plans are often 
due to limitations within the technician, which is inexcusa- 
ble. However, poor plans also can be due to limitations 
related to the landowner and there isn't much that can be 
done about this except to continue trying to increase his/her 
knowledge and desires about conservation. 
Factors concerning the technician: Technicians have a 
responsibility to themselves in respect to their knowledge 
and skill in helping produce a quality conservation plan ap- 
plied to the land. 

Knowledge is "clear perception of truth or fact." Before we 
can obtain this clear perception, we must have the facts. This 
means that, in addition to knowledge about basic scientific 
principles, we must have high quality inventories since we 
obtain facts about the resources with which we work through 
inventories. High quality inventories have at least three 
requirements: (1) they must involve correct techniques; (2) 
the information provided must be relevant, adequate but not 
excessive, and accurate enough for the use to be made of 
it—neither great detail nor accuracy is a reliable criterion of 
quality and often is a detriment; (3) the data must be properly 
presented so it can be interpreted correctly. After we have 
the facts, clear perception requires an understanding of 
these facts. Therefore, the data must be easily understood. 

Skill is "knowledge of an art or science combined with 
mastery of its techniques." How do we as technicians gain a 
reasonable skill in renewable resource management? Since 
skill involves mastery of techniques—doing the job—we can 
acquire skill only by actually helping apply the conservation 
plan out on the land. Once a reasonable skill is acquired, the 
entire role of the technician improves: Knowledge plus Skill 
equals Proficiency. Therefore, rating proficiency involves 
analysis of how much is known about the job and how well its 
techniques have been mastered. 

The technician need not try to master all the techniques 
thoroughly. A reasonable ability is sufficient to make him/ 
her sensitive to the need for practicality and to recognize that 
there are often limitations as to what can be done. It has been 
said that a good conservation technician is a jack-of-all- 
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trades and a master of none, but a better professional goal is 

to be a jack-of-all-trades and a master of one. 

Challenge 
The challenge to each technician is to periodically re- 

evaluate his/her proficiency in the terms described. Just how 
clear is your perception of the facts with which you are 
supposed to work? Exactly how well have you mastered the 
techniques of your discipline, or of conservation generally? 
Just how much are you contributing to the knowledge, expe- 
rience, and desires in conservation of the landowners within 

the area where you work? 
The finest type of training becomes nothing more than a 

notation on the records unless you endeavor to retain it and 
use it in your work. Knowledge is what you retain of the 
things you have been exposed to. Skill is how well you learn 
the techniques of your job. Proficiency is the result of per- 
sonal endeavor. You have to take the steps of advancement. 

All of the above, although mainly inferring application to 
working with private landowners, applies equally to working 
with users of public lands who are essentially, part-owners of 
these lands. * 

Current Literature of Range Management 
This section has the objective of alerting SRM members 

and other readers of Ran gelands on the availability of new, 
useful literature being published on applied range manage- 
ment. Readers are requested to suggest literature items— 
and preferably also contribute single copies—for including 
in this section in subsequent issues. Personal copies should 
be requested from the respective publisher or senior author 
(address shown in parentheses for each citation). 
Analysis of Forage Production for Assessments and Appraisals; by 
John E. Mitchell; 1983; USDA, For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM-98; 26 
p. (USDA, Rocky Mtn. For. & Range Expt. Sta., 240W. Prospect St., 
Fort Collins, Cob. 80526) A review of the biotic and abiotic ecologi- 
cal factors that affect forage production on rangelands and animal 
production. 

Bromegrass and Alfalfa Establishment with a Wheat Companion 
Crop In Northeastern Saskatchewan; by J. Waddington and S. Bitt- 
man; 1983; Can. J. Plant Sci. 63(3):659-668. (Research Sta., Agric. 
Can., Melfort, Sask. SOE lAO) Documented the negative effects of 
using a companion crop in establishing forage plants on summer 
fallowed cropland. 
Bur Buttercup Poisoning of Sheep; by J.D. Olsen, T.E. Anderson, 
J.C. Murphy, and Gary Madsen; 1983; J. Amer. Vet. Med. Assoc. 
183(5):538-543. (USDA, Poisonous Plant Res. Lab., Logan, Utah 
84321) Dosage and clinical symptoms of bur buttercup poisoning 
and a discussion of management practices to avoid poisoning. 
Effect of Canada Thlstie (Cirsium arv.ns.) and Musk Thistle (Car- 
duus nutans) Control on Grass Herbage; by Patrick E. Reece and 
Robert G. Wilson; 1983; Weed Sd. 31(4):488-492. (Univ. Nob. Pan- 
handle Sta., Scottsbiuff, Nob 69361) A study of the effects of thistle 
control on the quality and quantity of grass herbage production and 
of the annual changes in plant production. 
Evaluating the Profitability of Brush Management and Oak Tree 
Thinning for Range Improvement; by Kent D. Olson, Theodore E. 
Adams, Jr., and Alfred H. Murphy; 1983; Calif. Agric. 37(9-10):6-7, 
22. (Coop. Ext. Serv., Univ. Calif., Davis, Calif. 95616) An evaluation 
of cost-benefit relationships in brush removal and oak tree thinning 
in California. 
Feeding Behavior and Habitat Selection of Mule Deer and Elk on 
Northern Utah Summer Range; by William B. Collins and Phiiip J. 
Urness; 1983; J. Wildl. Mgt. 47(3):646-663. (Alaska Agric. Expt. Sta., 
309 O'Neill Resources Bldg., Fairbanks, Alas. 99701) A study to 
evaluate the relative importance of subunits of the aspen and lodge- 
pole pine types to mule deer and elk. 

Guideilnes for Planning Beef Cattle Facilities; by Robert Rae; 1982 

(Rev.); Manitoba Dept. Agric. Pub. 509 (Agdox 420); 13 p. (Manitoba 
Agric., 411 York Ave., Winnipeg, Man. R3C 0V8) Explanation and 
layout of facilities for shelter, feeding, watering, waste management, 

and livestock handling. 
A Habitat Type Classification System for Ponderosa Pine Forests of 
Northern Arizona; by Jess P. Hanks, E. Lee Fitzhugh, and Sharon R. 
Hanks; 1983, USDA, For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM-97; 22 p. (USDA, 
Rocky Mtn. Forest & Range Expt. Sta., 240 W. Prospect St., Fort 
Collins, Cob. 80526) A classification and description of four habitat 
types divided into 12 phases plus five community types. 

Herbicidal Control of Greasewood (Sarcob.tus v.rmiculatus) and 
Salt Rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus spp. consimlils); by 
Greg J. Cluff, Bruce A. Roundy, Raymond A. Evans, and James A. 

Young; 1983; Wood Sci. 31 (2):275-279. (Univ. Nev., 920 Valley Road, 
Reno, Nev. 89512) investigated the influence of plant development 
on control with 2,4-D and efficacy of alternative herbicides. 

Historical and Current Taxonomic Perspectives of Agropyron, Ely- 
mus, and Related Genera; by Douglas R. Dewey; 1983; Crop Sci. 
23(4):637-642. (USDA, Agric. Res. Serv., Logan, Utah 84322) Pres- 
ents changes and explains the basis of the changes in the classifica- 
tion and nomenclature of the perennial grasses of the Triticeae tribe. 
Idaho Weed Control Handbook, 1983; by Steven A. Dewey (Comp.); 
1983 (Rev.); Ida. Agric. Ext. Misc. Ser. 44; 51 p. (Agric. Ext. Serv., 
Univ. Ida., Moscow, Ida. 83843; $1.00) Provides information on the 
use of herbicides in Idaho along with detailed recommendations 
directed to weed control in various crops including range, pasture, 
and forage crops. 
Increase Production from Dryland Pastures on Sandy Soil; by 
George Rehm; 1983; Farm, Ranch, & Home Quart. (Nob.) 30(1):18- 
19. (Agric. Expt. Sta., Univ. Nob., Lincoln, Neb. 68503) Fertilizing 
native or seeded, cool-season pastures in northeastern Nebraska is 
discussed, along with 10-till sod seeding of intermediate wheatgrass. 
Increases in Costs and Returns Due to Intensifying Range Forage 
Production Surveys: An Information Economic Analysis; by Gibes T. 
Rafsnider, Melvin D. Skold, and Richard S. Driscoll; 1983; West. J. 
Agric. Econ. 8(1 ):86-95. (Dept. Econ., Cob. State Univ., Fort Collins, 
Cob. 80521) Addressed the accuracy issue related to surveys used 
by the BLM and the USFS and estimated increased costs and 
revenues from using more intensive survey techniques. 
Land Imprinting for Lasting Impressions; by Marianna Pratt; 1983; 
Agric. Eng. 64(9):8-1 0. (Amer. Soc. Agric. Eng., 2950 Niles Road, St. 
Joseph, Mich. 49085) Discusses the construction, use, and sources 
of the rangeland imprinter. 

Management of Southern U.S. Farms for Livestock Grazing and 
Timber Production on Forested Farmlands and Associated Pasture 
and Range Lands; by Evert Byington, Dennis Child, Nathan Byrd, 
Harland Dietz, et al.; 1983; Winrock International, Morrilton, Ark.; 60 
p. (Winrock International, Route 3, Petit Jean Mountain, Morrilton, 
Ark. 72110) An evaluation of trends, opportunities, and methods of 
integrating livestock, wildlife, and timber production under multiple- 
use management in the South. 

Compiled by John F. Vallentine, Professor of Range Science, Brigham Mountain Thermopsis Toxicity In Cattle; by R.L. Chase and R.F. 
Young University, Provo, Utah 84602. 




